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PGYTECH OneMo Sling 7L Camera Bag (Black)
The PGYTECH camera bag is an indispensable tool for every photography enthusiast. With a capacity of 7 liters, it can accommodate all
the essential elements of your photography equipment. It is made of waterproof material, so you don't have to worry about your gear
when shooting in the rain or challenging weather conditions.
 
All Your Gear in One Bag
Now you can easily pack all your gear for outdoor photo sessions! The bag offers a capacity of 7 liters, which can be easily expanded by
an additional 2 liters. It provides enough space to accommodate a camera, 2 additional lenses, spare batteries, and many other essential
accessories. Furthermore, it is equipped with special compartments that make it easy to keep things organized – you can customize their
placement according to your preferences and the type of equipment you plan to carry.
 
Precise Attention to Details
The PGYTECH bag is  designed with  meticulous attention to  detail.  It  offers  plenty of  small  pockets  that  are perfect  for  storing cables,
batteries, phones, AirTags, and many other accessories. OneMo Sling also features special mounts for cameras, and at the bottom of the
bag, there are straps that allow you to conveniently transport a tripod.
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Specifications
Manufacturer
PGYTECH
Model
P-CB-160
Color
Black
Capacity
7 liters
9 liters (expanded)
Material
POLY + PU
Dimensions
320 x 230 x 150 mm
Weight
Without compartments: 0.68 kg
With compartments: 0.84 kg

Preço:

€ 89.00
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